
What’s in the 
box???





Vocabulary

riverbank - land above the edge of a river.

lapping up – to gobble up food quickly.



Augustus Gloop, as you might have guessed, had quietly sneaked down to 
the edge of the river. He was kneeling down on the riverbank, scooping 
hot, melted chocolate into his mouth as fast as he could. 

When Mr. Wonka turned round and saw what Augustus Gloop was doing, 
he cried out “Oh, no! Please, Augustus, please! I beg you not to do that. 
My chocolate must be untouched by human hands!” But Augustus was 
deaf to everything except the call of his enormous stomach. He was now 
lying full length on the ground with his head far out over the river, lapping 
up the chocolate like a dog. “Be careful, Augustus!” shouted Mr. Gloop. It 
was too late… Suddenly, there was a shriek and 
then a SPLASH! Into the river he fell and in one 
second he had disappeared under the brown 
surface. 



Task:
1. Which words tell you how Augustus moved towards the river? 

2. Why did he move towards the river in this way? 

3. Why do you think Augustus was drinking the melted chocolate ‘as fast as he could’?

4. What word tells you that Mr. Wonka was distraught at the thought of somebody 
drinking from the chocolate river?

5. Look at this sentence : “Oh, no! Please Augustus, please!”

Why is the word please in italics?

6.     Write three words which describe how Mr. Gloop felt when he shouted “Be careful, 
Augustus!”

7.     Which word tells you that Augustus fell in the river quickly? 

8.     How do you know that the river is deep? 

9.     What types of words or sentences has Roald Dahl used to create tension in this part of         
the story?



Answers

1. Augustus quietly sneaked towards the river. 
2. He sneaked towards the river because he wasn’t allowed to go there. 
3. He wanted to drink as much as he could before he got caught. 
4. He didn’t want any germs to get in the river/he didn’t want the chocolate to get dirty. 
5. Please is written in italics because Mr. Wonka really means it/he is emphasising that word/he says it differently/he wants 

Augustus to think he’s being polite. 
6. Any words that means scared/upset/anxious/angry
7. Suddenly
8. Because the chocolate covered Augustus’ face. 
9. Short sentences, using the word suddenly, elipses, the characters sound scared (cried, shouted) and Augustus doing 

something he shouldn’t have been doing. 


